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ABSTRACT

We present a novel approach to tracking 2D human motion in uncalibrated monocular videos. Human motion usually exhibits timevarying patterns, and we propose to use locally learnt prior models
to capture this characteristics. For each input image, our method automatically learns a local probability density model and a local dynamical model from a set of training examples that are close matches
to the input. We evaluate the image likelihood by matching a deformable 2D human body model to the input images. The local
models and the image likelihood are integrated to optimize the pose
for the current input. Experiments on both synthetic and real videos
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.

input. These two models together with the image likelihood are
integrated into an optimization process to produce a pose which can
explain the input silhouette. In this paper we focus on side-view
human motion tracking. Given an input silhouette z, we try to estimate the underlying 2D body conﬁguration x. In the probabilistic
perspective, our method maximizes the a posteriori (MAP) p(x|zt )
at each time instant t.
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Estimating body poses from monocular images is important for human motion analysis, motion recognition, and visual surveillance.
Due to self-occlusions, image noises, and motion variations, it is
hard to ﬁnd optimal solutions directly from monocular videos. Consequently recent research often incorporate some prior knowledge
(e.g. joint angle limits) to guide the searching in the solution space.
These works typically model prior densities for static poses or
temporal dynamics for motion sequences. These models include
Gaussian Mixture Models [1, 2], density estimation [3], Hidden
Markov Models [4], autoregressive process [5] and Gaussian Process Dynamical Models [6]. Some of these models implicitly assume
that the dynamics is time invariant which is not hold in reality. In [7],
Ankur Agarwal et al cluster the body poses into connected regions
exhibiting similar dynamical patterns and modeling the dynamics
in each region as a Gaussian autoregressive process. However, the
number of clusters must be carefully chosen, and modeling the
inter-cluster transitions is non-trivial.
In this paper, we propose a novel scheme to incorporate prior
knowledge into the estimation process (Fig.1). The key idea is
that the human motion exhibits time-varying characteristics which
should be better modeled using time-varying models(Fig.2). We
build a motion database consists of both human motion and the
2D silhouettes for each pose in the motion. Each data point in the
database is a pair of pose x and silhouette feature s: D = {(xi , si )}.
For each input, we search the motion database for examples that are
close to the input query. These examples constitute the local region
for this query. Our method automatically learns a local density
model and a local dynamical model in this local region for each
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Fig. 1. Overview of the estimation process.
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Fig. 2. Time-varying motion dynamics. Plotted is a human walking
cycle projected onto the ﬁrst 3 principle components. The walking motion exhibits different temporal patterns in the green and red
phases which should be better captured with different models.

2. ESTIMATION METHOD
2.1. Representing Human Body and Images
The selection of human body models is important to estimate the
likelihood of the image. We build deformable 2D human models
directly from the real silhouette images. This model consists of ﬁve
deformable parts: two legs, two arms, and one torso (including head
and neck). Each body part is described by three joints and a closed
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pd (xt |xt−1 , xt−2 ) = N (At xt−1 + Bt xt−2 , Qt )

(2)

We also model the statical prior which restricts the solutions to
plausible body poses. This prior is expressed as a probability density.
We assume that in an arbitrary time instant, the poses in the local
region are normal distributed [9]:
Fig. 3. 2D body model. In this example, the missed right arm is
replicated from the left arm.

ps (xt ) = N (rt , Rt )

where rt and Rt are the mean vector and covariance matrix of all
poses in the local region. The dynamical prior and statical prior are
then combined to yield the local prior [2]:
p(xt ) = ps (xt )pd (xt |xt−1 , xt−2 )

(4)

Estimating model parameters: To construct the local models, we search the motion database for examples similar to the input
query q. The distance between q and the training point p is calculated
as the weighted sum of the pose distance and silhouette distance:

Fig. 4. Image Features.

contour which is (manually) extracted from a real image. Linking
the joints yields two bones for each part. The body part is deformed
using the Skeleton Subspace Deformation technique[8]. Fig.3 shows
the construction process: The body parts(B) are extracted from a
silhouette(A). All the ﬁve parts are assembled to yield a single body
model(C). The contour deforms according to the articulation of the
bones(D). The body model is parameterized as a kinematic tree(E).
The limb parts are connected to the root using virtual bones
(dashed lines in Fig.2 E). The body model has 30 parameters: the
bone lengths (l1 , · · · , l14 ), bone directions (x = (x1 , · · · , x10 ),
v = (v1 , · · · , v4 )) (xi denotes the directions of real bones depicted
as hard lines in Fig.2 E, these directions are called joint angles in the
following text. vi denotes the directions of the virtual bones and are
called virtual angles), and the root position p = (px , py ). In our current implementation, the bone lengths are ﬁxed and calculated in the
modeling process. So our model has 16 degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
(x = (x1 , · · · , x10 ), v = (v1 , · · · , v4 ), p = (px , py )). Note that
the local models are learned with only the joint angles x.
The advantage of this model is that it can be deformed in accordance with the underlying motion in a relatively natural way. This
model retains some degrees of the realistic details of the human body
silhouette under consideration, and thus provides more accurate estimation of the image likelihood.
The image feature used in this work is the width and height
proﬁle[8]. We project a silhouette along its columns and rows, and
obtain two histograms (height proﬁle and width proﬁle). These
histograms are then normalized by dividing them with the width
and height of the bounding box of the silhouette, respectively. In
this work, the width and height proﬁles are sampled to 100 and 50
bins, respectively, and then concatenated to yield a single 150-bin
histogram(Fig.4).
2.2. Learning Local Models
Our local models include local densities and local dynamical models.
The local dynamics is modeled as a second order Gaussian autoregressive process (ARP) [7, 5]:
xt = At xt−1 + Bt xt−2 + vt , vt ∼ N (0, Qt )

(3)

(1)

where Ai and Bi are m×m (m = 10) matrices giving the inﬂuences
of xt−1 and xt−2 on xt , and vt is a Gaussian noise.
This gives the following dynamical prior on pose xt :
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d(q, p) = αdx (xq , xp ) + (1 − α)ds (sq , sp )

(5)

where ds is the Euclidean distance between the feature vectors of
two silhouettes, and the pose distance dx writes:
m
1 X p
(sin xi − sin yi )2 + (cos xi − cos yi )2
m i=1
(6)
Due to the inherent ambiguities of silhouettes(Fig.5, four different poses in the ﬁrst row can generate very similar silhouettes in the
second row.). We expect to retrieve examples distributed in different areas of the pose space which are far apart from each other. In
consequence, the local models learnt from these samples prove to be
meaningless. Alternatively, we may use poses as queries to retrieve
similar examples. However, a single pose is itself ambiguous since
it encodes no motion velocity information. In the case of side-view
motion, it can not tell whether a person is stepping with the left leg
or the right leg(the 3rd row of Fig 5). To get around this, we use a
small chunk of consecutive poses to evaluate the similarity between
the query pose and the training poses. Likewise, we use a small
chunk of consecutive silhouettes to measure the similarity between
the query silhouettes and training ones (this chunk-based shape similarity is still ambiguous, in the case of side-view walking motion
shown in Fig.5, it has the same ambiguity as a single pose has). Note
that using only pose-chunk similarity can retrieve examples without
ambiguities; the silhouette-chunk similarity is used to bias the overall similarity so that the retrieved silhouettes are close to the input
ones. We ﬁnd that this treatment works well in the experiments, and
the selected training examples always form consistent local regions.
The consistency of the local region is of great importance for
the success of our method, since data from different parts of the
pose space may have distinct dynamical patterns and probability distributions. Models learnt from such an inconsistent data set would
average over different pose classes, and cannot describe the local
characteristics of any pose classes.
The weight α in Eqn.(5) is selected empirically, we typically set
α = 0.8. The ds ’s are normalized as follow:

dx (x, y) =

ds (sq , sp ) =

sq − sp  − mins∈D sq − s
maxs∈D sq − s − mins∈D sq − s

(7)

The dx ’s are normalized likewise.
For the query q, we ﬁnd N closest training examples {(xk , sk )|k
= 1 · · · N }. These examples form the local region (LR) for the current query. To ensure that the local models are properly estimated,

2.4. Tracking Framework
Our goal is to maximize the posterior probability (MAP) of pose x
given the input image z, i.e.
xt = argmaxx p(x|zt )

(15)

Applying the Bayesian theory, we have
p(xt |zt ) = p(zt |xt )p(xt ) = p(zt |xt )ps (xt )pd (xt |xt−1 , xt−2 )
(16)
So our aim is to minimize the following energy function:

Fig. 5. Ambiguities of single silhouette and pose.

the local region must contain sufﬁcient training examples. Otherwise, the models will be under-ﬁtted.
The static prior model is estimated using all poses in this local
region (Eqn.(3)).
To estimate the parameters of dynamical model, for each pose
xk in the local region, we extract a small motion clip Tk from the
original motion sequence containing xk . Let xk be the ith pose xk (i)
in the motion sequence, then Tk is a small motion patch consists of
2l + 1 consecutive poses {xk (i − l), · · · , xk (i), · · · , xk (i + l)}.
(l = 5 in our implementation). We use these small motion clips to
estimate the parameters of the dynamical model:
We rewrite the linear part of equation (1) as1 :
xt = Ct x̃t

(8)

(xTt−1 , xTt−2 )T

where Ct = ( At Bt ), x̃t =
We then construct two matrices Uk and Vk from Tk :
Uk = (xk,3 , · · · , xk,2l+1 )
(9)
„
«
xk,1 xk,2 · · · xk,2l−1
Vk =
(10)
xk,2 xk,3 · · ·
xk,2l
where xk,i is the ith pose in Tk .
We stack the Uk and Vk to obtain two matrices U and V :
U = (U1 , · · · , UN ), V = (V1 , · · · , VN )

(11)

Then Ct is estimated by solving the following problem:
U = Ct V

(12)

This is solved as a regularized least squares problem and the
regularizing parameter is determined by cross-validation. Once At
and Bt are found, the covariance Qt is estimated from the residuals
between {xt } and {At xt−1 + Bt xt−2 }.
2.3. Image Matching Likelihood

O(x, v, p) = aElikelihood + bEstatic + cEdynamic

(17)

where a, b and c are weights to balance the contributions of different
energy terms to the objective, and
Estatic ∝ −logps (xt )

(18)

Edynamic ∝ −logpd (xt |xt−1 , xt−2 )

(19)

The ﬁrst term in Eqn(17), Estatic , measures the a-prior likelihood of the current pose. This term restricts the synthesized pose to
satisfy the probability distribution determined by the training examples in the local region [9]. This term can also conform the unobservable DOF’s in a plausible range.
The second term, Edynamic , measures the temporal smoothness
of the estimated motion up to current time instant. It is used to ensure
the temporal smoothness of the synthesized motion.
The third term, Elikelihood , indicates how well the hypothesized
pose explains the input silhouette. This item ensures that the estimated pose can generate a silhouette that is close to the input one.
Algorithm for pose estimation:
Input: shape features {st−k , · · · , st }2 , predicted pose yt , previous estimations pt−1 , vt−1 , {xt−k , · · · , xt−1 }, local dynamical
model {At , Bt , Qt }, previous and current silhouettes It−1 , It .
Output: pose estimation {xt , vt , pt }, predicted pose yt+1 , local
dynamical model At+1 , Bt+1 , Qt+1 .
Step 1: Retrieve Local Region from the database using {st−k , · · ·
, st }, {xt−k , · · · , xt−1 } and yt .
Step 2: Estimate local density parameters rt and Rt .
Step 3: Estimate local dynamical parameters {At+1 , Bt+1 ,
Qt+1 }.
Step 4: Estimate pose (xt , vt , pt ):
Initialization: Let p0 = pt−1 + COM (It ) − COM (It−1 ).
(COM=Center Of Mass); v 0 = vt−1 ; x0 = yt .
Optimization: (xt , vt , pt ) = argminx,v,p O(x, v, p).
Step 5: Predict next pose: yt+1 = At+1 xt + Bt+1 xt−1 .

We choose to use the sum-of-squares error to measure how well a
hypothesized body model explains the observed silhouette:
M N
1 XX
(CM (i, j) − CI (i, j))2 (13)
Elikelihood (x, v, p) =
M N i=1 j=1

where M and N are the dimensions of the images, CI and CM are
Distance Transform images of the observed silhouette and the model
silhouette, respectively.
The image likelihood gives the probability of observing image z
given the 2D body conﬁguration:
p(z|x, v, p) ∝ exp(−Elikelihood )
1

(14)

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We select 12 walking motion sequences from the CMU Mocap
dataset (http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu). These motions are performed
by 15 different scanned 3D human body models(7 males and 8
females, we try to introduce shape variations into the training set
using different body models), and each performance is projected
from side views to produce a series of 2D poses as well as the
corresponding silhouettes, resulting in a dataset consists of 180 2D
motion sequences. We select 18 series from this dataset to form the
validation set, and the remainder are used to train the models (for

x’s are column vectors.

2
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we set the length of a chunk as k = f ramerate/5.

each validation sequence, we further drop out all training sequences
generated using the same motion with different human models from
the training set, so the training set contains no identical motions with
the validation sequences). Our training database consists of about
62000 frames of 2D pose.
We conduct experiments on the validation set to verify the effectiveness of our method. The results are illustrated in Fig.6(A,B,C).
The mean errors of joint angle are 2.5021 degrees. Fig.6C shows the
ground truth (blue) and the estimated motion (red) projected onto
their ﬁrst three principle components. The two trajectories exhibit
very similar shapes meaning that the estimated motion successfully
captures the underlying dynamics of the original motion.
We compares the performances of our local dynamical models
(LD) with a global, second order Gaussian ARP model (GD) [5], and
our deformable human body model (DM) with the Cardboad body
model (CM) [10]. The results are illustrated in Fig.6(D). We learn a
single ARP model for the 2D human walking using the whole training set. Experiments show that this global model is unreliable for
tracking long sequences. In our implementation of global models,
the error accumulates rapidly and the tracking fails after 60 frames.
Our local dynamical model in conjunction with the Cardboad body
model can successfully track through the whole sequence (about 290
frames) with acceptable errors. The combination of our local model
and deformable body model gives the best results.
We also conduct experiments on several real videos. Fig.7 shows
the tracking results on three of them( The ﬁrst video is obtained from
[11], others from the CASIA Gait Database [12]). The video silhouettes are manually segmented, and the joint locations in the ﬁrst two
frames are manually labeled. For each video, the motion database is
down sampled to meet the different frame rate and motion speed of
the video. We also resize the input silhouettes so that they are of the
same height. Our method produces visually plausible motions. In
the case of self-occlusions, the method gives reasonable joint angle
estimations. However, it cannot correctly estimate the virtual angles,
since no prior knowledge or observable information is available for
the occluded limbs.
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